[Study of fractal properties of single ionic channel gating mechanism by the fast Fourier transform].
Sets of the channel open times (tau o), closed times (tau c) and the full set of the channel open and closed times (tau o, tau c) in the activity of single Ca(2+)-activated K+ channels in cultured kidney cells Vero were analyzed using the fast Fourier transform. It was found that in the low-frequency range (about 0.01-10 Hz), power density can be described by the equation S(f) approximately f-alpha (as a rule, 0 < alpha < 1), and this part of the Fourier spectrum usually consists of narrow peaks at almost multiple frequencies. It was shown that the upper frequency boundary of this spectrum is determined by the kinetic parameters tau o [symbol: see text] tau c. The data obtained show that ion channel gating is a fractal process (correlated in time) and can be regarded as a random signal modulated by some periodical functions (sinuses). The data obtained by the Fourier method are in agreement with the earlier results obtained using the rescaled-range analysis.